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Devon Horse Show and Country Fair
Statement Regarding COVID-19
Devon, Pa. - March 17, 2020 - The 2020 Devon Horse and Country Fair
is closely monitoring information regarding the Coronavirus (COVID-19)
outbreak. The safety and welfare of our exhibitors, staff and attendees is
our top priority. While the current number of cases in the United States is
low, we recognize the growing concerns of the community. Our committee
continues to review the communications on this illness issued from the
Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the World Health
Organization (WHO), the U.S. Department of State, U.S. Department of
Homeland Security, USEF, FEI and other regulatory organizations.
While this is a fluid situation, the competition is scheduled to occur May 21
- May 31 and will continue as planned. In an abundance of caution, until
April 15th all meetings and activities of 10 or more persons will occur via
teleconferencing. Meetings and activities that cannot be held via
teleconferencing will be rescheduled. Meetings of less than 10 persons will
be held according to established policies including but not limited to social
distancing. We will continue to closely monitor the events and changes as
it relates to the Devon Horse Show and Country Fair. We have pledged to
provide appropriate safeguards and will keep everyone informed if there
are any changes.
For additional information regarding the 2020 Devon Horse Show and
Country Fair please visit our website at www.DevonHorseShow.net.
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About the Devon Horse Show and Country Fair:
Started in 1896, and currently celebrating its upcoming 125th Anniversary,
the Devon Horse Show is the oldest and largest outdoor multi-breed
competition in the United States and draws in top competitors from around
the world. With the grandeur of Philadelphia's historic Main Line as its
backdrop, the show continues to reflect the local traditions and lifestyles of
the community. The Devon Country Fair, run by more than 2,000
volunteers, offers a variety of boutique shops in miniature cottages,
amusement rides and games for kids, multiple dining options, and special
entertainment events. Proceeds support Bryn Mawr Hospital.
We look forward to seeing you at the 2020 Devon Horse Show and Country
Fair this year May 21-31!
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